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bin liners



CW0160

4.5l liner code a

barcode: 838810013115
product dimension: 153mm x 0.2mm x 216mm
packaging dimensions: 153mm x 25mm x 216mm
weight: 0.15kg 

no messy bag
overhang or bunching

our liners are designed
to fit each of our cans

perfectly

extra-thick plastic
and double-seam
construction prevent
rips and tears

strong drawstring
handles make the liners
easy to lift, tie and carry



CW0253

10l bin liner code r

barcode: 838810017617
product dimension: 421mm x 2mm x 455mm
packaging dimensions: 140mm x 60mm x 220mm
weight: 0.59kg 

no messy bag
overhang or bunching

our liners are designed
to fit each of our cans

perfectly

extra-thick plastic
and double-seam
construction prevent
rips and tears

strong drawstring
handles make the liners
easy to lift, tie and carry



CW0254

20l liner code d - 60 pack

barcode: 838810017525
product dimension: 402mm x 0.2mm x 710mm
packaging dimensions: 150mm x 70mm x 210mm
weight: 0.99kg 

no messy bag
overhang or bunching

our liners are designed
to fit each of our cans

perfectly

extra-thick plastic
and double-seam
construction prevent
rips and tears

strong drawstring
handles make the liners
easy to lift, tie and carry



CW0257

30l liner code g - 60 pack

barcode: 838810017532
product dimension: 445mm x 0.2mm x 710mm
packaging dimensions: 140mm x 75mm x 220mm
weight: 1.2kg 

no messy bag
overhang or bunching

our liners are designed
to fit each of our cans

perfectly

extra-thick plastic
and double-seam
construction prevent
rips and tears

strong drawstring
handles make the liners
easy to lift, tie and carry



CW0258

30l liner code h - 60 pack

barcode: 838810017549
product dimension: 470mm x 0.2mm x 710mm
packaging dimensions: 150mm x 70mm x 240mm
weight: 1.3kg 

no messy bag
overhang or bunching

our liners are designed
to fit each of our cans

perfectly

extra-thick plastic
and double-seam
construction prevent
rips and tears

strong drawstring
handles make the liners
easy to lift, tie and carry



CW0259

30l liner code j - 60 pack

barcode: 838810017556
product dimension: 535mm x 0.2mm x 710mm
packaging dimensions: 160mm x 80mm x 220mm
weight: 1.5kg 

no messy bag
overhang or bunching

our liners are designed
to fit each of our cans

perfectly

extra-thick plastic
and double-seam
construction prevent
rips and tears

strong drawstring
handles make the liners
easy to lift, tie and carry



CW0260

38l liner code k - 60 pack

barcode: 838810017563
product dimension: 620mm x 0.2mm x 710mm
packaging dimensions: 150mm x 105mm x 215mm
weight: 1.7kg 

no messy bag
overhang or bunching

our liners are designed
to fit each of our cans

perfectly

extra-thick plastic
and double-seam
construction prevent
rips and tears

strong drawstring
handles make the liners
easy to lift, tie and carry



CW0261

45l liner code m - 60 pack

barcode: 838810017570
product dimension: 545mm x 0.2mm x 780mm
packaging dimensions: 145mm x 120mm x 215mm
weight: 1.7kg 

no messy bag
overhang or bunching

our liners are designed
to fit each of our cans

perfectly

extra-thick plastic
and double-seam
construction prevent
rips and tears

strong drawstring
handles make the liners
easy to lift, tie and carry



CW0263

50l/60l liner code p - 60 pack

barcode: 838810017594
product dimension: 600mm x 0.2mm x 800mm
packaging dimensions: 150mm x 100mm x 220mm
weight: 1.8kg 

no messy bag
overhang or bunching

our liners are designed
to fit each of our cans

perfectly

extra-thick plastic
and double-seam
construction prevent
rips and tears

strong drawstring
handles make the liners
easy to lift, tie and carry



CW0264

50l liner code q - 60 pack

barcode: 838810017600
product dimension: 640mm x 0.2mm x 830mm
packaging dimensions: 150mm x 110mm x 250mm
weight: 2kg 

no messy bag
overhang or bunching

our liners are designed
to fit each of our cans

perfectly

extra-thick plastic
and double-seam
construction prevent
rips and tears

strong drawstring
handles make the liners
easy to lift, tie and carry



CW0269

16l-18l liner code v - 60 pack

barcode: 838810017686
product dimension: 375mm x 0.2mm x 710mm
packaging dimensions: 150mm x 70mm x 220mm
weight: 0.91kg 

no messy bag
overhang or bunching

our liners are designed
to fit each of our cans

perfectly

extra-thick plastic
and double-seam
construction prevent
rips and tears

strong drawstring
handles make the liners
easy to lift, tie and carry



recycle bins



CW1016

35l pull-out recycler

barcode: 838810006963
product dimension: 248mm x 450mm x 485mm
packaging dimensions: 262mm x 455mm x 500mm
weight: 5.72kg 

easy-access handle
grab the large stainless
steel handle to pull the

can out of the cabinet
quickly

full extension
extends out fully to 18

inches for easy access to the
bucket

recycle it
neatly sort out your 
trash and recyclables
in this dual-bucket 
recycler

ball-bearing tracks
glides out of the cabinet on
smooth, ball-bearing tracks

custom fit liners
our liners are tailored to perfectly 
fit our cans so they don’t slip and
the bag stays completely hidden
when the lid is closed

hide-away trash
hides trash and recyclables

neatly out of sight inside the
cabinet



CW2017

40 litre butterfly recycler (20l/20l)

barcode: 838810015637
product dimension: 264mm x 592mm x 660mm
packaging dimensions: 635mm x 312mm x 711mm 
weight: 5.12kg

bucket park
for easy bag change, lift the

inner bucket a few inches,
tilt toward you, then rest it
in the bucket park position

stay-open lid
the lid stays open for as long
as you like-perfect for longer
chores

fingerprint-proof
fingerprint-proof finish
resists smudges to keep
stainless steel shiny

recycle it
neatly sort your trash and recyclables

in this dual-bucket recycler

butterfly lid
split doors open from the center
for maximum clearance under
low countertops

strong steel pedal
engineered for a smooth

and easy step



retro step cans



CW1258

30l retro step can black steel

barcode: 838810011011
product dimension: 354mm x 384mm x 694mm
packaging dimensions: 418mm x 385mm x 734mm
weight: 6.71kg

removable inner bucket
durable inner bucket catches

messy drips and lifts out for
easy cleaning

strong steel pedal
our strong steel pedal

is engineered to last over
150,000 steps.

convenient side handles
polished stainless steel handles
make the can easy to move

sturdy, non-skid base
non-skid base has rubber pads
that are gentle on floors and keep
the can steady

silent close lid
our patented lid shox technology

controls the motion of the lid



CW1259

30l retro step can white steel

barcode: 838810011028
product dimension: 354mm x 384mm x 694mm
packaging dimensions: 418mm x 385mm x 734mm
weight: 6.71kg

removable inner bucket
durable inner bucket catches

messy drips and lifts out for
easy cleaning

strong steel pedal
our strong steel pedal

is engineered to last over
150,000 steps.

convenient side handles
polished stainless steel handles
make the can easy to move

sturdy, non-skid base
non-skid base has rubber pads
that are gentle on floors and keep
the can steady

silent close lid
our patented lid shox technology

controls the motion of the lid



CW1262

30l retro step can red steel

barcode: 838810011059
product dimension: 354mm x 384mm x 694mm
packaging dimensions: 418mm x 385mm x 734mm
weight: 6.71kg

removable inner bucket
durable inner bucket catches

messy drips and lifts out for
easy cleaning

strong steel pedal
our strong steel pedal

is engineered to last over
150,000 steps.

convenient side handles
polished stainless steel handles
make the can easy to move

sturdy, non-skid base
non-skid base has rubber pads
that are gentle on floors and keep
the can steady

silent close lid
our patented lid shox technology

controls the motion of the lid



CW1295

4.5l retro step can white steel

barcode: 838810013589
product dimension: 221mm x 250mm x 311mm
packaging dimensions: 418mm x 385mm x 734mm
weight: 1.32kg

removable inner bucket
durable inner bucket catches

messy drips and lifts out for
easy cleaning

strong steel pedal
our strong steel pedal

is engineered to last over
150,000 steps.

convenient side handles
polished stainless steel 
handles make the can easy 
to move

perfect for small spaces
fits well in bathrooms, under desks
or wherever space is limited



CW1296

4.5l retro step can black steel

barcode: 838810013596
product dimension: 221mm x 250mm x 311mm
packaging dimensions: 418mm x 385mm x 734mm
weight: 1.32kg

removable inner bucket
durable inner bucket catches

messy drips and lifts out for
easy cleaning

strong steel pedal
our strong steel pedal

is engineered to last over
150,000 steps.

convenient side handles
polished stainless steel 
handles make the can easy 
to move

perfect for small spaces
fits well in bathrooms, under desks
or wherever space is limited



CW1888

4.5l retro step can brushed steel

barcode: 838810013633
product dimension: 221mm x 250mm x 311mm
packaging dimensions: 418mm x 385mm x 734mm 
weight:  1.32kg

strong steel pedal
engineered for a smooth

and easy step

retro and modern
fun, retro style, with fully

modern features
fingerprint-proof
fingerprint-proof finish
resists smudges to keep
stainless steel shiny

sturdy, non-skid base
non-skid base has rubber pads
that are gentle on floors and 
keep the can steady

perfect for small spaces
fits well in bathrooms, under desks, or

wherever space is limited

removable inner bucket
inner bucket lifts out for easy 
trash disposal



plastic bins



CW1319

6 litre w/steel pedal - black

barcode: 838810005645
product dimension: 203mm x 274mm x 307mm
packaging dimensions: N/A
weight: 1.08kg

perfect for small space
fits well in bathrooms, under desks,

or wherever space is limited

removable inner bucket
inner bucket lifts out for

easy trash disposal

strong steel pedal
engineered for a smooth
and easy step



CW1329

10 litre slim step can - black

barcode: 838810007373
product dimension: 196mm x 330mm x 343mm
packaging dimensions: 325mm x 196mm x 343mm
weight: 1.08kg

slim, space-saving shape
designed to make the most

of tight spaces

custom fit liners
our code r liners are

designed to fit these cans
perfectly so they don’t slip

strong pedal
engineered for a smooth
and easy step



CW1333

60 litre swing lid can - black

barcode: 838810007373
product dimension: 343mm x 424mm x 833mm
packaging dimensions: 413mm x 311mm x 660mm
weight: 2.02kg

balanced swing lid
centre-weighted swing lid opens

easily and then gently swings back
into place

side handles
polished stainless steel

handles make the can easy
to move

custom fit liners
our code q liners are

designed to fit these cans
perfectly so they don’t slip,

and they stay completely 
hidden

quick-release button
press the quick-release
to remove the swing lid 
for easy cleaning



CW1355

50 litre semi-round step can plastic- black

barcode: 838810011134

3.29kg

product dimension: 480mm x 355mm x 675mm
packaging dimensions: n/a 
weight: 

silent close lid
our patented lid shox technology

controls the motion of the lid for a slow
silent close

stay-open lid
the lid stays open for as

long as you like - perfect
for longer chores

large capacity
ideal for large families

or busy households

semi-round shape
space effiecient semi-
round shape is great for
high traffic areas



CW1363

40 litre slim step can - grey

barcode: 838810012827
product dimension: 260mm x 490mm x 640mm
packaging dimensions: 488mm x 259mm x 640mm 
weight: 1.5kg

silent close lid
our patented lid shox technology

controls the motion of the lid for a slow
silent close

lock the lid shut
a slide lock securely
locks the lid to help

keep pets and curious
children from getting into

the trash

built-in wheels
built-in wheels make
the can easy to move

custom fit liners
our code k liners are

designed to fit this can
perfectly so they don’t slip

slim, space-saving shape
designed to make the most
of tight spaces



CW1383

10 litre slim step can - stone

barcode: 838810017440
product dimension: 196mm x 330mm x 343mm
packaging dimensions: 197mm x 343mm x 350mm 
weight: 1.48kg

strong pedal
engineered for a smooth

and easy step

custom fit liners
our code r liners are
designed to fit this can
perfectly so they don’t slip

slim, space-saving shape
designed to make the most

of tight spaces



CW1385

45 litre rectangular step can black

barcode: 838810017464
product dimension: 470mm x 320mm x 635mm
packaging dimensions: 470mm x 320mm x 635mm 
weight: 4.67kg

strong pedal
engineered for a smooth

and easy step

custom fit liners
our code k liners are

designed to fit this can
perfectly and are extra
strong to prevent leaks

and tears

internal hinge
prevents the lid from
bumping the wall

stabilizer bar
keeps the can steady for
smooth and solid operation

silent close lid
our patented lid shox technology
controls the motion of the lid for

slow, silent close



steel bins



CW1637CB

1.5 litre countertop trash can

barcode: 838810011998
product dimension: 127mm x 127mm x 188mm
packaging dimensions: 135mm x 135mm x 195mm 
weight: 0.54kg

easy-to-clean interior
smooth plastic inner lining 

is easy to wipe clean

fingerprint-proof
fingerprint-proof finish

resists smudges to keep
stainless steel shiny

lift-off lid
lid comes off easily to
empty contents

small and portable
convenient size fits right
on the table or countertop

balanced swing lid
centre-weighted swing lid

opens easily and then gently
swings back into place



CW1814

38l rectangular deluxe pedal bin - brushed steel

barcode: 838810005539
product dimension: 401mm x 318mm x 653mm
packaging dimensions: 434mm x 356mm x 696mm 
weight: 8.4kg

strong steel pedal
our strong steel pedal is

engineered to last over
150,000 steps

built-in wheels
built-in wheels make the

can easy to move
(50l only)

internal hinge
prevents the lid from
bumping the wall

fingerprint-proof
fingerprint-proof finish
resists smudges to keep
stainless steel shiny

sturdy, non-skid base
non-skid base has rubber pads
that are gentle on floors and 
keep the can steady

silent close lid
our patented lid shox technology
controls the motion of the lid for

slow, silent close



CW1816

50 litre rectangular step can black

barcode: 838810005553
product dimension: 503mm x 325mm x 653mm
packaging dimensions: 544mm x 363mm x 696mm 
weight: 9.52kg

strong steel pedal
our strong steel pedal is

engineered to last over
150,000 steps

built-in wheels
built-in wheels make the

can easy to move
(50l only)

internal hinge
prevents the lid from
bumping the wall

fingerprint-proof
fingerprint-proof finish
resists smudges to keep
stainless steel shiny

sturdy, non-skid base
non-skid base has rubber pads
that are gentle on floors and 
keep the can steady

silent close lid
our patented lid shox technology
controls the motion of the lid for

slow, silent close



CW1825

30 litre semi-round step can

barcode: 838810005690
product dimension: 376mm x 318mm x 693mm
packaging dimensions: 422mm x 386mm x 719mm 
weight: 7.25kg

strong steel pedal
our strong steel pedal is

engineered to last over
150,000 steps

semi round shape
space efficient semi-round

shape is great for high-traffic
areas

stay-open lid
the lid stays open for as
long as you like - perfect
for longer chores

fingerprint-proof
fingerprint-proof finish
resists smudges to keep
stainless steel shiny

sturdy, non-skid base
non-skid base has rubber pads
that are gentle on floors and 
keep the can steady

silent close lid
our patented lid shox technology
controls the motion of the lid for

slow, silent close



butterfly bins



CW1897

45 litre butterfly step can

barcode: 838810013633
product dimension: 264mm x 592mm x 660mm
packaging dimensions: 635mm x 312mm x 711mm 
weight: 6.17kg

strong steel pedal
engineered for a smooth

and easy step

removable inner bucket
durable inner bucket catches

messy drips and lifts out for
easy cleaning

fingerprint-proof
fingerprint-proof finish
resists smudges to keep
stainless steel shiny

sturdy, non-skid base
non-skid base has rubber pads
that are gentle on floors and 
keep the can steady

stay-open lid
the lid stays open for as long as you like-

perfect for longer chores

butterfly lid
split doors open from the center
for maximum clearance under
low countertops



CW1899

10 litre butterfly step can

barcode: 838810016665
product dimension: 196mm x 397mm x 347mm
packaging dimensions: 196mm x 397mm x 347mm 
weight: 1.22kg

strong steel pedal
engineered for a smooth

and easy step

removable inner bucket
durable inner bucket catches

messy drips and lifts out for
easy cleaning

fingerprint-proof
fingerprint-proof finish
resists smudges to keep
stainless steel shiny

sturdy, non-skid base
non-skid base has rubber pads
that are gentle on floors and 
keep the can steady

stay-open lid
the lid stays open for as long as you like-

perfect for longer chores

butterfly lid
split doors open from the center
for maximum clearance under
low countertops



touch-bar bins



CW2016

40 litre slim touch-bar can

barcode: 838810015606
product dimension: 260mm x 430mm x 710mm
packaging dimensions: 310mm x 450mm x 685mm 
weight: 8.4kg

slim, space-saving shape
designed to make the most

of tight spaces

easy open touch-bar
our touch-bar is easy to

open from any angle

fingerprint-proof
fingerprint-proof finish
resists smudges to keep
stainless steel shiny

gentle slider discs
nylon discs under the can make
it easy to slide and gentle on
your floors

stay-open lid
the lid stays open for as long as you like-

perfect for longer chores



CW2018

48 litre touch-bar recycler

barcode: 838810015835
product dimension: 500mm x 290mm x 710mm
packaging dimensions: 555mm x 350mm x 770mm 
weight: 10.47kg

bucket park
for easy bag change, lift the

inner bucket a few inches,
tilt toward you, then rest it
in the bucket park position

stay-open lid
the lid stays open for as long
as you like-perfect for longer
chores

fingerprint-proof
fingerprint-proof finish
resists smudges to keep
stainless steel shiny

recycle it
neatly sort your trash and recyclables

in this dual-bucket recycler

unique dampers and precisely angled springs
control the so it opens smoothly and evenly

removable inner bucket
durable inner bucket catches

messy drips and lifts out for
easy cleaning



step cans



CW2023

55 litre rectangular step can - brushed steel

barcode: 838810017808
product dimension: 470mm x 360mm x 655mm
packaging dimensions: 530mm x 410mm x 700mm 
weight: 9.3kg

streamlined design
with the new integrated

drip guard, an inner bucket
is unnecessary

internal hinge
prevents the lid from 
bumping the wall

neat and secure
stainless steel liner rim flips
up for a quick and easy liner
change, then closes over the
liner to hold it tightly in place
and keep it hidden from sight

silent close lid
our patented lid shox technology controls
the motion of the lid for a slow, silent close

strong wide steel pedal
our extra wide steel pedal

is engineered to last 150,000
steps



CW2026

55 litre rectangular step can - white

barcode: 838810018133
product dimension: 470mm x 360mm x 655mm
packaging dimensions: 530mm x 410mm x 700mm 
weight: 9.3kg

streamlined design
with the new integrated

drip guard, an inner bucket
is unnecessary

internal hinge
prevents the lid from 
bumping the wall

neat and secure
stainless steel liner rim flips
up for a quick and easy liner
change, then closes over the
liner to hold it tightly in place
and keep it hidden from sight

silent close lid
our patented lid shox technology controls
the motion of the lid for a slow, silent close

strong wide steel pedal
our extra wide steel pedal

is engineered to last 150,000
steps



CW2033

55 litre rectangular step can - rose gold

barcode: 838810018577
product dimension: 470mm x 360mm x 655mm
packaging dimensions: 530mm x 410mm x 701mm 
weight: 4.01kg

streamlined design
with the new integrated

drip guard, an inner bucket
is unnecessary

internal hinge
prevents the lid from 
bumping the wall

neat and secure
stainless steel liner rim flips
up for a quick and easy liner
change, then closes over the
liner to hold it tightly in place
and keep it hidden from sight

silent close lid
our patented lid shox technology controls
the motion of the lid for a slow, silent close

strong wide steel pedal
our extra wide steel pedal

is engineered to last 150,000
steps



CW2054

58 litre dual compartment step can - black

barcode: 838810020846
product dimension: 560mm x 360mm x 655mm
packaging dimensions: 620mm x 409mm x 701mm 
weight: 5.43kg

dual compartments
one side for trash, one

side for easy disposal of
recyclables

internal hinge
allows you to place this can 
right up against the wall

fingerprint-proof
fingerprint-proof finish 
resists smudges to keep 
stainless steel shiny

liner pocket
keep liners where you need
them, dispenses them one 
by one from inside the can

silent close lid
our patented lid shox technology controls
the motion of the lid for a slow, silent close

strong wide steel pedal
our extra wide steel pedal

is engineered to last 150,000
steps



CW2029

60 litre semi-round step can - brushed steel

barcode: 838810018539
product dimension: 455mm x 420mm x 671mm
packaging dimensions: 493mm x 457mm x 701mm 
weight: 4.07kg

fingerprint-proof
fingerprint-proof finish

resists smudges to keep
stainless steel shiny

internal hinge
prevents the lid from 
bumping the wall

neat and secure
stainless steel liner rim flips
up for a quick and easy liner
change, then closes over the
liner to hold it tightly in place
and keep it hidden from sight

silent close lid
our patented lid shox technology controls
the motion of the lid for a slow, silent close

strong wide steel pedal
our extra wide steel pedal

is engineered to last 150,000
steps



CW2067

45 litre slim step can - rose gold

barcode: 838810021409
product dimension: 259mm x 545mm x 621mm
packaging dimensions: 581mm x 296mm x 650mm 
weight: 3.24kg

neat and secure
stainless steel liner rim

flips up for a quick and easy
liner change

slim, space-saving shape
designed to make the most
of tight spaces

fingerprint-proof
fingerprint-proof finish 
resists smudges to keep 
stainless steel shiny

silent close lid
our patented lid shox technology controls
the motion of the lid for a slow, silent close

strong steel pedal
our extra wide steel pedal

is engineered to last 150,000
steps



CW2069

45 litre slim step can - white

barcode: 838810021478
product dimension: 259mm x 545mm x 621mm
packaging dimensions: 581mm x 296mm x 650mm 
weight: 3.24kg

neat and secure
stainless steel liner rim

flips up for a quick and easy
liner change

slim, space-saving shape
designed to make the most
of tight spaces

fingerprint-proof
fingerprint-proof finish 
resists smudges to keep 
stainless steel shiny

silent close lid
our patented lid shox technology controls
the motion of the lid for a slow, silent close

strong steel pedal
our extra wide steel pedal

is engineered to last 150,000
steps



CW2071

45 litre slim step can - black

barcode: 838810021591
product dimension: 259mm x 545mm x 621mm
packaging dimensions: 581mm x 296mm x 650mm 
weight: 3.24kg

neat and secure
stainless steel liner rim

flips up for a quick and easy
liner change

slim, space-saving shape
designed to make the most
of tight spaces

fingerprint-proof
fingerprint-proof finish 
resists smudges to keep 
stainless steel shiny

silent close lid
our patented lid shox technology controls
the motion of the lid for a slow, silent close

strong steel pedal
our extra wide steel pedal

is engineered to last 150,000
steps



sensor bins



ST2009

semi-round sensor bin - brushed steel

barcode: 838810017389
product dimension: 391mm x 326mm x 641mm
packaging dimensions: 442mm x 376mm x 676mm
weight: 7.03kg

motion sensor
infrared fields sense the
areas above and in front

of the can so it opens
automatically with just the

wave of your hand

energy efficient
lasts up to one year with

four alkaline AA batteries
(included)

neat and easy
the outer lid lifts up for
easy access to the liner

liner pocket
keep liners where you need
them, dispense them one by 
one

nano-silver clear coat
protects stainless steel from
fingerprints and germs

custom fit liners
code j liners are designed to 
fit this can perfectly and are
extra strong to prevent leaks
and tears

fast, smooth and whisper-quiet
a precision motor and planetary gear

system produces smooth, steady power-
and you won’t hear a thing



ST2012

semi-round sensor bin - rose gold

barcode: 838810018645
product dimension: 391mm x 326mm x 641mm
packaging dimensions: 442mm x 376mm x 676mm
weight: 7.03kg

motion sensor
infrared fields sense the
areas above and in front

of the can so it opens
automatically with just the

wave of your hand

energy efficient
lasts up to one year with

four alkaline AA batteries
(included)

neat and easy
the outer lid lifts up for
easy access to the liner

liner pocket
keep liners where you need
them, dispense them one by 
one

nano-silver clear coat
protects stainless steel from
fingerprints and germs

custom fit liners
code j liners are designed to 
fit this can perfectly and are
extra strong to prevent leaks
and tears

fast, smooth and whisper-quiet
a precision motor and planetary gear

system produces smooth, steady power-
and you won’t hear a thing



ST2018

semi-round sensor bin - white

barcode: 838810019550
product dimension: 391mm x 326mm x 641mm
packaging dimensions: 442mm x 376mm x 676mm
weight: 7.03kg

motion sensor
infrared fields sense the
areas above and in front

of the can so it opens
automatically with just the

wave of your hand

energy efficient
lasts up to one year with

four alkaline AA batteries
(included)

neat and easy
the outer lid lifts up for
easy access to the liner

liner pocket
keep liners where you need
them, dispense them one by 
one

nano-silver clear coat
protects stainless steel from
fingerprints and germs

custom fit liners
code j liners are designed to 
fit this can perfectly and are
extra strong to prevent leaks
and tears

fast, smooth and whisper-quiet
a precision motor and planetary gear

system produces smooth, steady power-
and you won’t hear a thing



ST2019

semi-round sensor bin - bronze steel

barcode: 838810019567
product dimension: 391mm x 326mm x 641mm
packaging dimensions: 442mm x 376mm x 676mm
weight: 7.03kg

motion sensor
infrared fields sense the
areas above and in front

of the can so it opens
automatically with just the

wave of your hand

energy efficient
lasts up to one year with

four alkaline AA batteries
(included)

neat and easy
the outer lid lifts up for
easy access to the liner

liner pocket
keep liners where you need
them, dispense them one by 
one

nano-silver clear coat
protects stainless steel from
fingerprints and germs

custom fit liners
code j liners are designed to 
fit this can perfectly and are
extra strong to prevent leaks
and tears

fast, smooth and whisper-quiet
a precision motor and planetary gear

system produces smooth, steady power-
and you won’t hear a thing



ST2022

rectangular sensor bin - brushed steel

barcode: 838810019567
product dimension: 470mm x 330mm x 630mm
packaging dimensions: 515mm x 365mm x 690mm
weight: 8.95kg

motion sensor
infrared fields sense the
areas above and in front

of the can so it opens
automatically with just the

wave of your hand

energy efficient
lasts up to one year with

four alkaline AA batteries
(included)

just say “open can”
fast, accurate voice recognition

liner pocket
keep liners where you need
them, dispense them one by 
one

nano-silver clear coat
protects stainless steel from
fingerprints and germs

custom fit liners
code q liners are designed to 
fit this can perfectly and are
extra strong to prevent leaks
and tears

whisper-quiet
at 52 db, our can is 50%

quieter than the competition’s



ST2023

rectangular sensor bin - rose gold

barcode: 838810020525
product dimension: 470mm x 330mm x 630mm
packaging dimensions: 515mm x 365mm x 690mm
weight: 8.95kg

motion sensor
infrared fields sense the
areas above and in front

of the can so it opens
automatically with just the

wave of your hand

energy efficient
lasts up to one year with

four alkaline AA batteries
(included)

just say “open can”
fast, accurate voice recognition

liner pocket
keep liners where you need
them, dispense them one by 
one

nano-silver clear coat
protects stainless steel from
fingerprints and germs

custom fit liners
code q liners are designed to 
fit this can perfectly and are
extra strong to prevent leaks
and tears

whisper-quiet
at 52 db, our can is 50%

quieter than the competition’s



ST2025

rectangular sensor bin - dark bronze steel

barcode: 838810020549
product dimension: 470mm x 330mm x 630mm
packaging dimensions: 515mm x 365mm x 690mm
weight: 8.95kg

motion sensor
infrared fields sense the
areas above and in front

of the can so it opens
automatically with just the

wave of your hand

energy efficient
lasts up to one year with

four alkaline AA batteries
(included)

just say “open can”
fast, accurate voice recognition

liner pocket
keep liners where you need
them, dispense them one by 
one

nano-silver clear coat
protects stainless steel from
fingerprints and germs

custom fit liners
code q liners are designed to 
fit this can perfectly and are
extra strong to prevent leaks
and tears

whisper-quiet
at 52 db, our can is 50%

quieter than the competition’s



ST2029

rectangular sensor bin - black

barcode: 838810020853
product dimension: 470mm x 330mm x 630mm
packaging dimensions: 515mm x 365mm x 690mm
weight: 8.95kg

motion sensor
infrared fields sense the
areas above and in front

of the can so it opens
automatically with just the

wave of your hand

energy efficient
lasts up to one year with

four alkaline AA batteries
(included)

just say “open can”
fast, accurate voice recognition

liner pocket
keep liners where you need
them, dispense them one by 
one

nano-silver clear coat
protects stainless steel from
fingerprints and germs

custom fit liners
code q liners are designed to 
fit this can perfectly and are
extra strong to prevent leaks
and tears

whisper-quiet
at 52 db, our can is 50%

quieter than the competition’s



kitchen and bathroom



BT1034

single wall mount pumps

Simply install with adhesive
strips or screw into the wall 
for a more secure installation.

Hook holds a razor, 
loofah, or other 

accessories. 

The ergonomic t-bar 
lever works with your 

natural grip for precise,
 one-handed dispensing.

Our wall mount pumps eliminate bottle clutter from your 
shower and help keep everything you need within easy reach. 

barcode: 838810009438
product dimension: 122mm x 94mm x 245mm
packaging dimensions: 110mm x 105mm x 258mm



BT1028

twin wall mount pumps

Simply install with adhesive
strips or screw into the wall 
for a more secure installation.

Hook holds a razor, 
loofah, or other 

accessories. 

The ergonomic t-bar 
lever works with your 

natural grip for precise,
 one-handed dispensing.

Our wall mount pumps eliminate bottle clutter from your 
shower and help keep everything you need within easy reach. 

barcode: 838810009377
product dimension: 226mm x 94mm x 245mm
packaging dimensions: 235mm x 110mm x 272mm



KT1105

compact dishrack black

barcode: 838810008714
product dimension: 371mm x 328mm x 172mm
packaging dimensions: 375mm x 330mm x 180mm 
weight: 2kg

mini but mighty
half the width of a 
standard dishrack, 
the slender,space 
efficient design
maximizes limited
countertop space

utensil holder
separate compartments keep
utensils neat and organised

you wash, i’ll dry
our dishracks have an innovative 
drainage system that keeps water
flowing into the sink

versatile placement
fits perfectly in the sink or

on the countertop

swivel spout
spout pivots to drain

water directly into the sink

rust-proof materials
durable, long-lasting

materials won’t
rust or discolor



KT1116

sink caddy

barcode: 838810009711
product dimension: 194mm x 143mm x 191mm
packaging dimensions: 203mm x 145mm x 230mm 
weight: 0.5kg

pop-out silicone brush holder
extends to hold longer brushes

seperate storage compartments
store sponges separately for faster
drying

save sink space
neatly store sponges off the
countertop

secure fit
four suction cups and a
wire ledge hanger form
a secure, non-slip grip

rust-proof materials
durable, long-lasting

materials won’t
rust or discolor



KT1134

slim sink caddy

barcode: 838810011233
product dimension: 172mm x 109mm x 160mm
packaging dimensions: 173mm x 110mm x 220mm 
weight: 0.32kg

unclog your sink space
keep your sink area neat and

everything you need within
easy reach

save sink space
neatly store sponges off 
the countertop

secure fit
four suction cups and a
wire ledge hanger form
a secure, non-slip grip

rust-proof materials
durable, long-lasting

materials won’t
rust or discolor



KT1106

compact dishrack grey plastic

barcode: 838810008721
product dimension: 371mm x 328mm x 172mm
packaging dimensions: 375mm x 330mm x 180mm 
weight: 2kg

mini but mighty
half the width of a 
standard dishrack, 
the slender,space 
efficient design
maximizes limited
countertop space

utensil holder
separate compartments keep
utensils neat and organised

you wash, i’ll dry
our dishracks have an innovative 
drainage system that keeps water
flowing into the sink

versatile placement
fits perfectly in the sink or

on the countertop

swivel spout
spout pivots to drain

water directly into the sink

rust-proof materials
durable, long-lasting

materials won’t
rust or discolor



KT1154

steel frame dishrack

barcode: 838810013916
product dimension: 510mm x 410mm x 310mm
packaging dimensions: 515mm x 194mm x 362mm 
weight: 1.81kg

you wash, i’ll dry
our steel frame dishrack has an
innovative drainage system that

includes an integrated drip tray with
a swivel spout that pivots to keep

water flowing directly into the sink

swivel spout
spout pivots to drain water
directly into the sink so you
can position the dishrack
long or short ways on the
countertops

utensil holder
seperate compartments
keep utensils neat and
organized

wine glass holder
integrated wine glass rack 
safely hangs up to 4 extra-large
bordeaux wine glasses so they
dry quickly and efficiently 

extendable drip tray
pulls out below the cup 
holders to catch drips 

anti-residue coating
hydrophilic coating on

plastic tray causes
water to spread so that

it dries more quickly and
prevents residue buildup



KT1161

tension arm paper towel holder

barcode: 838810015484

1,12kg

product dimension: 208mm x 188mm x 363mm
packaging dimensions: n/a  
weight: 

durable materials
stainless steel rod and base

finger loop
makes the holder easy
to pick up and move 

heavy duty, weighted base
weighted stainless steel
base keeps the holder steady 

variable tension arm
tear off just one sheet

at a time



ST1018

sensor pump

barcode: 838810014838
product dimension: 70mm x 145mm x 174mm
packaging dimensions: 190mm x 110mm x 225mm
weight: 0.7kg

clear soap chamber
shows soap level at a glance

high-efficiency pump
our unique gear design is

engineered for faster, more
consistent dispensing

touch free
neat, easy and automatic
touch-free operation means 
no germs passed on

energy efficient
lasts up to 1 year with 4 alkaline
AA batteries (not included)

volume control
easy-access control button
allows for instant volume adjustment



ST1023

sensor pump

barcode: 838810015248
product dimension: 70mm x 145mm x 174mm
packaging dimensions: 190mm x 110mm x 225mm
weight: 0.7kg

clear soap chamber
shows soap level at a glance

high-efficiency pump
our unique gear design is

engineered for faster, more
consistent dispensing

touch free
neat, easy and automatic
touch-free operation means 
no germs passed on

energy efficient
lasts up to 1 year with 4 alkaline
AA batteries (not included)

volume control
easy-access control button
allows for instant volume adjustment



sensor mirrors



BT1080

sensor mirror

barcode: 838810015774
product dimension: 232mm x 120mm x 384mm
packaging dimensions: 254mm x 135mm x 414mm
weight: 

sensor on/off
automatically lights up as your
face approaches the mirror - no
need to touch any buttons.

tru-lux light system
at 600 lux, its more than 

twice as bright as the 
next best. we disperse the
light evenly with a unique

pattern of micro-reflectors
throughout the ring - no

light loss or hot spots.

cordless and clutter free
no messy cords to take up space

never change a bulb
tradition bulb or fluorescent

lights fade or burn out too 
quickly. our LEDs have been 

rated to perform like new 
after 40,000 hours - that’s

an hour a day, everyday, for
more than a 100 years.

maximum adjustability
the mirror tilts back fully so you
always have a clear, comfortable 
view - even while standing up.

colour rendering index [CRI] of 90
our tru-lux light system closely 
simulates natural sunlight and 
contains the full colour spectrum 
to show every detail.

rechargeable
recharges using a standard

USB port [cable and adapter
included]. one charge lasts

up to 5 weeks with moderate
use.



ST3002

8” wall mount sensor mirror

barcode: 838810015781
product dimension: 350mm x 80mm x 230mm
packaging dimensions: 290mm x 125mm x 410mm
weight: 2.17kg

rechargable and cordless
recharges with standard 
usb, so no messy cords to
keep plugged in

tru-lux light system
at 600 lux, it’s more than twice

as bright as the next best, we
dispense the light evenly with

a unique pattern of micro-reflectors

sensor on/off
automatically lights up as your
face approaches the mirror-no

need to touch any buttons

never change a bulb
our LED’s have been rated to 
perform like new after 40,000
hours

telescopic arm swing
sturdy stainless steel arm
provides smooth, effortless
adjustability



ST3003

8” wall mount sensor mirror

barcode: 838810015798
product dimension: 350mm x 80mm x 230mm
packaging dimensions: 290mm x 125mm x 410mm
weight: 2.09kg

hard-wired
connects straight into the
the wall with no messy cords
hanging down

tru-lux light system
at 600 lux, it’s more than twice

as bright as the next best, we
dispense the light evenly with

a unique pattern of micro-reflectors

sensor on/off
automatically lights up as your
face approaches the mirror-no

need to touch any buttons

never change a bulb
our LED’s have been rated to 
perform like new after 40,000
hours

telescopic arm swing
sturdy stainless steel arm
provides smooth, effortless
adjustability



ST3004

5” sensor mirror

barcode: 838810016535
product dimension: 145mm x 115mm x 298mm
packaging dimensions: 165mm x 50mm x 280mm
weight: 0.86kg

rechargable and cordless
recharges with standard 
usb, so no messy cords to
keep plugged in

tru-lux light system
at 550 lux and with a color rendering

index (CRI) of 90, the tru-lux light 
system is more than twice as bright

optimum magnification
10x magnification is perfect for
close-up work like tweezing or 
applying eye makeup

sensor on/off
automatically lights up as 
your face approaches the 

mirror-noneed to touch 
any buttons

folds down flat
easy to store and comes
with convenient padded
travel case 

never change a bulb
our LED’s have been rated to 
perform like new after 40,000
hours

distortion free mirror
precise curaturve for distortion-free

optics even around the edges



ST3005

6.5” wall mount sensor mirror

barcode: 838810016719
product dimension: 190mm x 118mm x 285mm
packaging dimensions: 210mm x 125mm x 315mm
weight: 1.18kg

cordless and clutter free
no messy cords to take up
space

tru-lux light system
at 550 lux and with a color rendering

index (CRI) of 90, the tru-lux light 
system is more than twice as bright

optimum magnification
10x magnification is perfect for
close-up work like tweezing or 
applying eye makeup

sensor on/off
automatically lights up as 
your face approaches the 

mirror-noneed to touch 
any buttons

folds down flat
easy to store and comes
with convenient padded
travel case 

never change a bulb
our LED’s have been rated to 
perform like new after 40,000
hours

distortion free mirror
precise curaturve for distortion-free

optics even around the edges



ST3007

8” sensor mirror 5x/10x magnification

barcode: 838810018041
product dimension: 231mm x 130mm x 360mm
packaging dimensions: 254mm x 165mm x 406mm
weight: 0.95kg

go cord-free!
the mirror is rechargeable and
can be used without a cord for
up to 4 weeks on a single charge

tru-lux light system
under the wrong lighting, makeup colors

can fool you, our tru-lux light system
simulates natural sunlight for the
brightest, most color correct view

dual magnification
5x base mirror allows you to view
entire face at once in exceptional
detail; 10x detail mirror for close-up
work

motion sensor/adaptive sensing
detects when you are in front

of the mirror so it lights up
automatically as your face

approaches

adjustable color temperature
capable of over 50,000 color
variations, use the phone app
to choose presets or capture
light settings from the 
enviorment

wifi-enabled
use the simplehuman app to enable
mirror smart

distortion free mirror
precise curaturve for distortion-free

optics even around the edges


